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Abstract: Principals’ implementation of national reforms in the educational arena 
resembles a wild ride on a roller coaster as they face with contradicting demands, ongoing 
confusion and ambiguity. As critical change agents, principals interpret and translate 
reform demands into local practices through a process of sense-making. This current 
qualitative research explored 60 high school principals' sense-making processing of their 
leadership within a national reform through their use of metaphors. Data analysis yielded 
four themes: (a) reframing the principal's role and pedagogical autonomy; (b) reframing the 
principal's work; (c) reframing the school culture; and (d) reframing the principal's 
relationships with teachers. This study expands the currently limited knowledge about 
principals' experience with and responses to reforms, and suggests implicat ions and further 
research on metaphors principals use within reform implementation. 
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Haciendo conciencia mientras atravesamos la niebla: Las metáforas de los 
directores dentro de una implementación de la reforma nacional 
Resumen: La implementación de las reformas nacionales en el ámbito educativo por parte de los 
directores se asemeja a un paseo salvaje en una montaña rusa al enfrentarse con exigencias 
contradictorias, que van desde la confusión hasta la ambigüedad. Como agentes de cambio críticos, 
los directores interpretan y traducen las exigencias de la reforma en prácticas locales a través de un 
proceso de “generar conciencia”. Esta investigación en términos cualitativos exploró 60 procesos de 
“generación de conciencia” de los Directores de escuelas secundarias, referente a su liderazgo dentro 
de una reforma nacional a través del uso de metáforas. El análisis de los datos obtenidosarrojo 
cuatro temas: (a) replantear el papel del director y la autonomía pedagógica; (b) replantear el trabajo 
del director; (c) replantear la cultura escolar; y (d) replantear las relaciones del director con los 
maestros. Este estudio amplía el conocimiento actualmente limitado sobre la experiencia de los 
directores y las respuestas a las reformas, y sugiere implicaciones e incrementar la investigación sobre 
las metáforas que los Directores usan en la implementación de la reforma. 
Palabras-clave: Reformas educativas; metáforas; generando conciencia; directores 
 
Fazendo consciência à medida que passamos pelo nevoeiro: As metáforas dos 
diretores dentro de uma implementação da reforma nacional 
Resumo: A implementação de reformas nacionais no campo educacional pelos diretores é 
semelhante a um passeio selvagem em uma montanha-russa diante de demandas 
contraditórias, que vão desde a confusão até a ambiguidade. Como agentes de mudança 
crítica, os diretores interpretam e traduzem as demandas de reforma nas práticas locais 
através de um processo de “gerar consciência.” .Esta pesquisa, em termos qualitativos, 
explorou 60 processos de “geração de conscientização” dos diretores das escolas 
secundárias, referentes à sua liderança dentro de uma reforma nacional através do uso de 
metáforas. A análise dos dados obtidos revela quatro temas: (a) repensar o papel do diretor 
e a autonomia pedagógica; (b) repensar o trabalho do diretor; (c) repensar a cultura escolar; 
e (d) repensar as relações do diretor com professores. Este estudo expande o 
conhecimento atualmente limitado sobre a experiência dos diretores e as respostas às 
reformas e sugere implicações e aumenta a pesquisa sobre as metáforas que os diretores 
usam na implementação da reforma. 
Palavras-chave: reformas educacionais; metáforas; gerando consciência; diretores 
Introduction 
Enhancement of students' achievements is the utmost objective of educational reform 
agendas in most countries (Addonizio & Kearney, 2012; Coburn, Hill, & Spillane, 2016; Kalenze, 
2014). Behind this global effort towards higher levels of student performance at the school level, 
there are diverse state and local agencies such as policy makers, district authorities, local councils, 
teachers, parents, and students, all promoting overlapping and often contradictory interests. In this 
contradictory context, research indicates that school principals play a crucial role as system players 
who negotiate nationwide reforms and school initiatives (Spillane & Kenney, 2012). Facing an ever 
growing pressure to transform school systems into dynamic learning environments, principals find 
their role increasingly more complex (Fullan, 2014; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development [OECD], 2016; Pont, 2014; Schleicher, 2012; Sumbera, Pazey, & Lashley, 2014). 
School principals’ work during an education reform usually involves large-scale changes, 
requiring both reorganization and rearrangement. Principals are required to support the 
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development of teachers and other staff members, set clear goals, and, above all, ensure that their 
schools provide a high quality education (Gawlik, 2015). Performing within multiple contexts– state, 
school district and parent associations, school principals’ role is generally characterized by ambiguity, 
uncertainty, confusion, and misunderstanding, and all the more so, during periods of education 
reform. Embracing the dynamic tension between internal school goals and external reform demands 
is a central concern for principals, as it questions common practices and challenges the existing state 
of affairs (Kaniuka, 2012; Knapp & Feldman, 2012). 
Challenging existing practices requires of school principals to make sense of their 
leadership, as they respond to the dynamic interactions between internal and external demands 
(Saltrick, 2010; Weick, 2009). In the process of sense-making, school principals derive meaning from 
a confusing array of inputs and options (Louis & Robinson, 2012). Specifically, while experiencing 
and enacting reform demands, principals go through a sense-making process in which they draw 
upon prior knowledge and beliefs to construct meaning out of the new experiences and information 
they face (Coburn, 2016; Spillane & Anderson, 2014). Implementing school reform necessarily 
entails the translation of new ideas into new educational practices, which requires complex sense-
making processes in those involved. This leadership-challenge positions principals at the very center 
of education reforms (Gawlik, 2015; Volante, 2012), which in fact calls for a much needed analysis 
of principals' internal processes when adapting reform demands to local conditions (Brezicha, 
Bergmark, & Mitra, 2015; Koyama, 2014). However, while a few studies have addressed the role of 
principals as influencing teachers’ sense-making (e.g., Coburn, 2016), only limited research has 
focused on the sense-making of the principals themselves within the context of reform 
implementation (Jennings, 2010; Rigby, 2015; Thomson & Hall, 2011).  
This current research explores school principals’ sense-making of their leadership within a 
national reform through their use of metaphoric language, highlighting principals’ use of language to 
define what the leadership role is and how its practices unfold within reform contexts. The research 
question guiding the study is what metaphors school principals use while making sense of their role 
complexity through the implementation of a national education reform. Metaphors, in this regard, 
can serve as a reflection of principals’ efforts to make sense of a national reform. Such research may 
contribute to both the theory and the practice of leadership in times of education reforms 
(Derrington & Campbell, 2015; Hallinger & Lee, 2013), and point to conceptual and practical 
implications as well as future research avenues. 
This study focuses on Israeli high school principals. According to the Gini coefficient for 
measuring a nation’s distributive inequality, Israel is among the four countries with the broadest gap 
between rich and poor, alongside the United States, the United Kingdom, and Mexico (OECD, 
2016). Mindful of the great diversity among school populations, recent educational policy in Israel 
has been directed toward achieving high levels of equality in educational outcomes across the board 
(BenDavid-Hadar, 2016). This evolving educational context—with national Ministry policies 
focusing on narrowing students’ achievement gap through standardization and accountability—
provides a unique opportunity to explore our research question. 
Theoretical Framework 
Principals' Role in Reform Implementation 
Education reforms have expanded the role school principals play (Pont, 2014; Sumbera et 
al., 2014), a role which has become vastly more complex and demanding (OECD, 2016). Over the 
past two decades, there has been an ongoing need for school improvement, focusing especially on 
teaching and learning processes, and, ultimately, on learner achievements (Fullan, 2014). Hence, 
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principals are expected to build teams, establish vision, cultivate leadership skills in teachers, use data 
to inform instruction and ensure that their schools provide a high quality education, while constantly 
observing and implementing reform guidelines (Gawlik, 2015; Mendels & Mitgang, 2013). In this 
context of global quest for education reforms, school principals need to integrate effectively both 
managerial and instructional responsibilities (Walker & Hallinger, 2015).  
Implementing an education reform is a complex continuous endeavor (McDonnell & 
Weatherford, 2016; Young & Lewis, 2015). A large body of literature has shown that a central 
determinant for the effectiveness of school reform is the way in which the reform is implemented 
(Ramberg, 2014). Implementation research demonstrates that policies are rarely implemented neither 
as written nor necessarily as intended by their initiators (Porter, Fusarelli, & Fusarelli, 2015; Rigby, 
Woulfin, & Marz, 2016). Managing the implementation of a new policy, principals are encumbered 
by the complexity of how to negotiate between internal school goals (e.g., maintaining autonomy, 
responsibility to school staff, allocating time and resources, as well as providing professional 
development support), and external demands (e.g., meeting regulations for accountability and 
standardization for outcomes). In other words, implementing education reforms involves 
contradictory pressures arising between the central government and the school self-government. In 
other words, implementing education reforms involves contradictory pressures arising between the 
central government and the school self-government (Werts & Brewer, 2015). These tensions may 
lead to a superficial implementation, which replaces what should be a deep change in pedagogy 
(Hopfenbeck, Flórez-Petour, & Tolo, 2015).  
Policy implementation, then, is an extended process, in which principals mobilize the school 
staff towards the reform (Flessa, 2012; Werts & Brewer, 2015). Hence, effective results of an 
education reform whose aim is transforming schools into more beneficial institutions depend not 
only on its conceptual foundations or its proper design, but also on its successful realization by 
principals who lead the reform in their schools (McDonald, 2014; Young & Lewis, 2015). Therefore, 
school principals may be the linchpin of effective implementation of any school-level reform (New 
Leaders, 2013).  
Attempting to reconcile contrasting pressures, school principals serve as local actors, while 
shaping the implementation of an external policy. In this context, reform implementation varies 
because school principals draw on prior knowledge and practices to interpret the reform, which 
leads them to construct policy messages in ways that either reinforce preexisting practices or focus 
on surface-level forms of the reform (Coburn et al., 2016). Thus, principals mediate between 
external authorities and the school, adapting and incorporating particular policy elements and 
practices, creating new norms that alter the original reform plan over time (Diamond, 2012). Hence, 
different schools may carry out the same policy in ways that differ in content, focus, and intensity 
(Koyama, 2014). 
Researchers highlight the importance of school principals' power to make strategic choices 
as well as to interpret, mediate, alter and even disrupt the reform implementation processes so as to 
position themselves and their organizations in a favorable place (Coburn, 2016; Fullan, 2014). 
Implementation can be measured by the extent to which school principals accept, reject or adapt 
external reform demands. In other words, principals' choices and actions while maximizing their 
own local interests influence the institutionalization of education reforms. Namely, making the 
policy a permanent fixture depends on its adaption to local contexts. Redefining external policy to 
suit their particular situations, principals never operate in a vacuum as they implement reform 
demands (McDonnell & Weatherford, 2016; Patashnik & Zelizer, 2013). The facilitation of a 
successful reform implementation is affected by the culture with which principals interact. In 
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particular, reform implementation depends on a collaborative school culture that fosters mutual 
trust, constructs shared goals, and is focused on learning (Reed, 2013; Tschannen-Moran, 2014(. 
Reform implementation at the school level suggests that principals continuously strive to 
balance pressures that exist inside and outside the school. Thus, principals’ perception of their role is 
significant in determining how and to what extent a reform is implemented in a specific school 
(Urick & Bowers, 2014). While adjusting reform demands to suit their particular needs, school 
principals respond to the dynamic interactions between internal goals and external demands through 
a sense-making process (Saltrick, 2010), which re-centers school principals' role as local actors 
(Spillane & Kenney, 2012) and as mediating agents who develop adaptive strategies (Bridwell-
Mitchell, 2015; Pesonen et al., 2015). 
Principals' Sense-Making within Reform Implementation 
Sense-making is an ongoing process through which individuals and groups work to 
understand issues or events that create ambiguities in one's routine and are inconsistent with their 
prior beliefs (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). School principals’ sense-making is their process of 
giving a meaning to new information, working habits and arrangements, as they face ambiguity, 
confusion and misunderstandings. This dynamic process of constructing meaning out of present 
stimuli is mediated by prior knowledge, experiences, beliefs and values embedded in the social 
context within which people work (McDonnell & Weatherford, 2013). Encountering uncertainty, 
school principals frame their environment through an interpretive mental model in order to “make 
sense” of what has occurred. In today's high-stakes accountability era, sense-making offers a useful 
theoretical construct as it goes beyond interpretation; principals play an active role in constructing 
the events they attempt to comprehend, which in turn orients their actions (O'Laughlin & Lindle, 
2015). 
Analyzing empirical examples of how educators employ sense-making yielded that school 
principals create their own interpretations of policy messages through an interaction with what they 
know and new demands. An ethnographic study, which focuses on three New York City high 
schools, clearly demonstrates how leaders make sense of accountability and choice policies. 
Although the district did not allow school leaders to select students based on their performance, 
principals retained higher achieving students (Jennings, 2010). These principals’ sense-making 
processes were based on experience and on social networks with other school principals. Another 
qualitative case study (Koyama, 2014) examines how principals in New York City (NYC) negotiate 
and mediate the districts responses to comply with NCLB’s high stakes standardized testing and 
data-monitoring accountability policy demands. The findings reveal that principals utilize other 
methods to generate and analyze data, thus maintaining commitment to their teaching staff, 
students, students’ parents, and their own values. A different case describes an active negotiation 
process of the AYP requirement (Adequate Yearly Program) to promote student achievement (Black 
& Shircliffe, 2013).  Principals questioned how test scores were used to evaluate school 
effectiveness. Contradictions between policy and local goals have resulted in creative strategies that 
balanced policy and local goals, by ignoring some accountability demands that were too excessive 
and facilitating others that were beneficial to school practices. 
Sense-making aims to create a holistic picture of the given ambiguous event through three 
interrelated processes: creation, interpretation, and enactment (Weick, 2009). First, individuals 
explore the broader system by collecting various data sources in order to map the unfamiliar 
situation. Sense-making provides the mapping technique, that is, a useful tool for people faced with 
a bewildering lack of information. Maps explain, illustrate, and invite people to discuss and 
contribute ideas, all leading to a clearer understanding of the situation, allowing for more effective 
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actions (Ancona, 2012). Obviously, there is no single “accurate” map, as sense-making is about 
creating a holistic picture rather than about finding the “right answer”. The creation process suggests 
bracketing, noticing, and extracting cues from the actual experience of the ambiguous event. Second, 
through multiple interpretations of the ambiguous event, individuals develop the initial sense they 
have created into a more organized perception. Then comes the third and final enactment process, 
which invites individuals to translate their knowledge into actions. This process consists of 
incorporating new information and, eventually, taking action based on the interpretation created 
previously. 
Sense-making refers to how we structure the unknown so as to be able to act in response to 
it. We actively construct meaning by relating new information to preexisting cognitive frameworks, 
labeled by scholars as working knowledge, cognitive frames, enactments, or cognitive maps (Coburn, 
2006). By retrospectively turning our lived experiences into cognitive frames, we create and enact a 
new sense of how to engage in a complex situation. This action-oriented thought process suggests 
cognition and action as integral parts of sense-making (Weick, 2009). In other words, making sense 
of things involves constructing a reality by creating meaning out of prior knowledge, experiences, 
professional norms, values, and beliefs (Spillane & Anderson, 2014). Therefore, sense-making is a 
process which explains “how people select information from the environment, make meaning of the 
information, and then act on those interpretations to develop culture and routines over time” 
(Gawlik, 2015, p. 91). 
Understanding school principals' role from a sense-making perspective must take into 
account both the increasingly compound world principals face and the complexity of the sense-
making process itself. Principals struggle through the interplay of action and interpretation (Beabout, 
2012). Seeking to address this complexity, they make sense as well as provide others with a different 
sense as a social daily practice. In particular, through a sense-making framework, school principals 
shape others' meaning-making process in an effort to mobilize them into action. Thus, principals' 
sense-making of education reforms is a social practice which focuses on the relationships between 
persons, actions, contexts, environments and cultures, and on activities that have become routine, 
ritual and systematic. Similarly, Spillane et al. (2002) argue that school principals’ sense-making 
process is nested in the school culture as well as integrated with its values, norms, beliefs and 
traditions.  
The sense-making perspective is valuable for understanding principals' complex role in 
reform implementation, since “problems do not present themselves to the practitioner as givens. 
They must be constructed from the materials of problematic situations which are puzzling, 
troubling, and uncertain” (Weick, 2009, p. 9). Sense-making in an educational leadership context 
suggests that school principals make and enact their meanings of reform demands on the base of 
preexisting understandings and overlapping social contexts inside and outside of school (e.g., policy 
makers, district authorities, local council, teachers, parents, and students). This sense-making process 
through which leaders respond to reform is nested in multiple and often conflicting school contexts 
(Coburn, 2005). For this reason, Beabout (2012) recommends that sense-making be a central 
element for understanding principals' role complexity, especially in times of education reform.  
Integrating their own backgrounds, experiences, and specific contexts with reform demands, 
school principals construct a new meaning of their role (Saltrick, 2010). Interacting knowledge, 
beliefs, context, and experience, principals interpret and translate reform demands into school 
practices (Braun, Maguire, & Ball, 2010). In essence, within the context of a reform characterized by 
ambiguity and conflicting demands, principals make new meanings of and for their leadership role. 
That is to say, school principals make sense of and for their role as they look for new ways to enact, 
negotiate, and mediate the reform to suit their particular situations (Spillane & Kenney, 2012). 
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According to Ball, Maguire, and Braun (2012), policy enactment conveys “the creative processes of 
interpretation of the abstractions of policy ideas into contextualized practices” (p. 586). This 
highlights principals' active role in creatively interpreting a particular policy into a specific set of 
actions. 
Metaphors within the Sense-Making Framework 
Metaphors are a dominant component not only of language but also of other cognitive 
processes through which humans encounter their environment, perceive their reality, and envision 
change (Witherspoon & Crawford, 2014). They are mental constructs that reflect how human beings 
experience and shape their reasoning (Gunbayi, 2011). Contemporary researchers define metaphor 
as an image in which two elements or characteristics have become identical through the transfer 
from one semantic field to another, creating a new linguistic combination that carries a surprising 
meaning. The juxtaposition of different semantic fields has two consequences: the resulting new 
image serves a clarifying function by helping individuals understand better new situations, and the 
interaction of the two semantic fields creates a new idea not inherent in either field alone. Murray 
and Rosamund (2006) define metaphor as a fundamental mechanism of cognition, that is, they see 
the essence of the metaphoric process as lying in thinking about a certain issue in different terms 
than those of its original field.  
Lakoff and Johnson (1999) claim that metaphors correspond to neural mapping in the brain 
and reflect a way of organizing human experience by creating images in the mind. Accordingly, the 
abstract metaphorical approach to learning allows learners to grasp complex concepts in the context 
of their existing practical repertoire by using metaphors. Through metaphors, learners reinterpret 
their practical repertoire, which influences the way they act (Boxenbaum & Rouleau, 2011). 
Metaphors lead one to see familiar processes in a new light that reflects on the underlying values of 
organizational culture and suggests suitable intervention avenues (Gunbayi, 2011).  
Limited data are available about the metaphors principals use while making sense of their 
role within reform implementation. Lumby and English (2010) have identified seven metaphors for 
educational leadership: machinery, accounting, war, sports, theater, religion, and lunacy. According 
to them, each of the seven metaphors has been used in the policy discourse to frame different 
dimensions of leadership, and, they contend, instrumental metaphors are reflected in the U.S. 
standards approach (ISLLC standards) and have been integrated into the landscape of leadership 
(Ehrich & English, 2013). Reitzug, West, and Angel (2008) described how metaphors have changed 
over time in response to the high accountability currently required of the education system. In 
coincidence with this currently high focus on accountability, leaders have shifted to a more 
bureaucratic, scientific management approach, perceiving themselves more as “inspectors” than as 
“facilitators of teacher growth.”  
School principals make sense of their role within broader symbolic systems through which 
their everyday experience is constructed, interpreted, and maintained. In particular, metaphors 
principals use can help the researcher understand the principals' expectations of themselves and of 
the role that they play within a reform context (McCandless, 2012). As metaphors connect between 
key understanding of policy mandates, educational context, and school culture, they can reflect 
multiple frames for how principals make sense of expectations, meanings, and personal role 
identities regarding a national reform (Witherspoon & Crawford, 2014). Metaphors can explain 
principals’ understanding of what the leadership role is and how its practices unfold within the 
context of a reform. In other words, metaphors, as mental linguistic structures, can represent school 
principals' new understanding of policy messages, namely, how they make sense of complex, 
ambiguous work environments. As such, using metaphors can be considered as a reflection of 
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principals’ sense-making, especially in the process of implementing policies. Thus, metaphors can 
reveal how principals make sense of their leadership role as they navigate through the stormy sea of 
multiple and conflicting demands of reform implementation. 
Research Context 
According to the Gini coefficient for measuring a nation's distributive inequality, the wide 
gap between rich and poor in Israel places it among countries such as the United States and Mexico 
(OECD, 2016). The national school system in Israel serves some 1.6 million students, with 
approximately 73% in the Jewish sector and 27% in the Arab sector. The Jewish sector consists of 
state schools (58%), state-religious schools (19%), and separate, independent ultra-orthodox 
religious schools (23%). The Arab sector’s school system consists of Arab schools (71%), Bedouin 
schools (22%) and Druze schools (7%). About 1% of the total student population is in special-
education settings (Israel Central Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Israeli students’ academic achievements 
remain among the lowest of the industrialized countries, and students’ educational gaps 
(achievement distributions) remain among the widest (BenDavid-Hadar, 2016). Mindful of the great 
diversity of school populations, recent educational policy in Israel is geared toward achieving higher 
levels of equality in educational outcomes across the board. 
Aiming to narrow the achievement gap upward through growing performance pressure 
(standardization), the Ministry of Education recently initiated a new reform, Courage to Change, in 
Israel’s high schools. This reform aims to raise student achievement levels, improve school climate, 
and provide equal opportunities for all students. This evolving educational context—with national 
Ministry policies focusing on narrowing students’ achievement gap through standardization and 
accountability, and investing in school staff development -provides a unique opportunity to explore 
our research question. 
The Courage to Change national reform was launched in the 2011-2012 school year and has 
been implemented in high schools, encompassing many aspects of school life. This systemic reform 
offers an opportunity to bring about a meaningful change in Israeli high schools regarding 
pedagogical and managerial aspects and teachers' employment conditions. More specifically, the 
Courage to Change reform aims not only at maximizing schools' measurable performance (students' 
entitlement to a matriculation certificate, dropout prevention), but also at empowering teachers and 
raising their social status. 
This national reform encompasses the following main complementary changes in the 
teachers' work. The teachers' workweek is to be restructured, changing gradually from a 24-hour 
workweek of classroom teaching into a 40-hour workweek. The teachers’ educational, pedagogical 
work is to be reorganized so as to add to their 24 hours of classroom teaching 6 hours of individual 
teaching as well as 10 hours of non-teaching attendance. The individual hours, added as part of the 
Courage to Change reform, are to be devoted mainly for working with groups of up to five students, 
thus enabling personal tutoring which should promote learning achievements and build adult-
student connections. The specific content of this time is determined by the school, according to the 
Ministry of Education guidelines. Attendance hours provide both time and space for the educational 
staff to carry out various school activities, such as teaching and learning planning, activities among 
different staff teams, professional development and communication with colleagues and 
stakeholders, such as parents or experts. The attendance hours are part of the reform as well, and 
part of their focus is carrying out the annual plans for the school. To ensure teachers’ compliance, 
the teachers’ lounge now features a computerized time clock, and teachers must either swipe a 
personal card or enter a PIN (Personal Identification Number) on entering and leaving school. 
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Notably, this reform enhances the principals' pedagogical role as facilitators of the professional 
development of the school staff as well as evaluators of teachers’ performance in teaching (Israel 
Ministry of Education, 2011). 
Research Design 
Given the theoretical framework described above, this study has explored the metaphors 
school principals have formulated to describe their role while facing the complexity that 
characterizes a national reform. We have chosen a qualitative methodology to allow for the 
collection of rich textual descriptions. In particular, this study is a narrative inquiry into meaning, 
highly attentive to what principals are experiencing at a certain point in time (Patton, 2002). 
Participants 
Seeking to maximize the depth and richness of our data, we used maximal differentiation 
sampling (Creswell, 2014), also known as heterogeneous sampling. This is a purposive sampling 
technique used to capture a wide range of perspectives, gaining greater insights into a phenomenon 
by contemplating it from various angles. The maximal differentiation sampling was applied to this 
study regarding principals’ gender, years of teaching experience, years of experience as principal in 
general, years of experience as principal in the current school, a state (Jewish and Arab sectors) and 
religious-state background, and geographical districts. We did not begin the study with a rigid 
number of participants. In fact, we defined the study sample on an ongoing basis as the study 
progressed. In practice, we approached 81 school principals, until we reached a number of 60 
principals who could represent a diverse sampling. Thus, the 60 participating high school principals 
(38 women, 22 men) who implemented the national reform were from all school districts. 
Participants worked in the state educational system (n = 30), in the religious state system (n = 18), 
and in the Arab educational system (n = 12). On average, participants had 23 years of teaching 
experience (range = 4-43), and 9 years of experience as principals (range = 1-30). Principals had 2 
years of experience in implementing this national education reform.  
Data Collection  
Data were collected in the second semester of the 2012/2013 academic year, by means of 
semi-structured interviews designed to explore participants’ personal perspectives (Marshall & 
Rossman, 2011). Individual interviews with principals, which generally lasted an hour, took place in 
locations chosen by interviewees: their schools, coffee shops, and other locations. All interviews 
were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were translated from Hebrew to English 
by a specialist in both languages. All participants were fully informed of the aims of the study and 
were promised complete confidentiality as well as full retreat options. Pseudo names were assigned 
to all interviewees. During the interviews, principals were asked identical questions intended to reach 
an understanding of their metaphors concerning their leadership role. Specific questions were asked 
in order to achieve full clarity regarding principals' use of metaphorical language. The interview 
focused on three major questions: (1) Looking at the national reform, what kind of metaphor would 
you use to describe your leadership role? (2) Can you provide examples and explain? (3) Can you 
come up with additional metaphors to describe your role? 
Data Analysis 
Data collection and analysis were conducted simultaneously in an ongoing process 
throughout the inquiry, with analysis being a three-stage process – condensing, coding, and 
categorizing. Once data were collected, we found that not all the material collected could serve the 
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purpose of the study, and that the material required sorting (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014). 
Thus, in the first stage of analysis (condensing), we looked for the portions of data that related to 
the principal's role, which was the topic of this study. In the second stage (coding), each segment of 
relevant data (utterance) was coded according to the aspect of the principal's role it expressed 
(Gibbs, 2007). In contrast to the previous stage, this stage was data-driven and not theory-driven; 
hence, we did not use a priori codes but rather inductive ones, developed by direct examination of 
the perspectives articulated by participants (Rossman & Rallis, 2012). After capturing the essence of 
the utterances in the second stage, in the third stage (categorizing), we clustered similar utterances to 
generalize their meanings and establish categories. At this point, we reworked the categories to 
reconcile disconfirming data with the emerging analysis (Richards & Morse, 2013). Thus, the 
categories' dimensions were explored, identifying relationships between categories and testing 
categories against the full range of data. 
A confounding property of category construction in qualitative research is that data within 
categories cannot always be precisely and discretely bound together; still, we grouped and regrouped 
utterances when their codes had common elements, until satisfactory categories emerged. Then we 
consolidated the categories we had established in various ways, until we realized how different 
components were interconnected and how they influenced each other as parts of a single conceptual 
construct. Charmaz (2006) explained this figuratively: “coding generates the bones of your analysis; 
theoretical integration will assemble these bones into a working skeleton” (p. 45). Our analysis 
process as described so far may seem to be an orderly and efficient process; however, in fact, it was 
quite complex and messy. We went forward and backward, and the various stages mingled with each 
other.  
Several measures were taken at different stages of the study to ensure trustworthiness. First, 
the diversity of study participants was maintained, in terms of gender, seniority in post, and 
geographical districts (all school districts). Second, two researchers conducted the analytic process 
described above, each analyzing the data independently. In the next stage, we met to discuss and 
reflect on the emerging themes, as well as to search for data that would either confirm or disconfirm 
these themes. Third, to evaluate properly the soundness of the data, we conducted a member check 
(Schwartz-Shea, 2006) with all participants. We sent transcripts back to participants, along with a 
request to evaluate their responses and make any necessary additions or refine their responses if 
needed. Using this strategy allowed for an examination of the descriptive data versus the 
participants’ reactions, so as to endorse and solidify participants’ metaphors regarding their 
leadership role. Fifteen of the interviewees changed their answers, clarifying their remarks and 
adding information they had previously omitted. Fourth, as reflective journals have been recognized 
to be an important aspect of qualitative research (Ortlipp, 2008), we wrote and shared our reflective 
journals throughout the study to ensure critical thinking. 
Findings 
Principals were asked to propose their own metaphors and explain their meanings and 
connections to their leadership role within the context of the national reform. The content analysis 
revealed that school principals' metaphors, as a representation of their sense-making during a 
national reform, included four major internal and external fields in a process of being reframed: (a) 
reframing the principal's role and pedagogical autonomy; (b) reframing the principal's work; (c) 
reframing the school culture; and (d) reframing the principal's relationships with the teachers. 
Although these themes are distinct, they are closely interrelated in the context of the leadership role 
during reform implementation. 
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Reframing the Principal's Role and Pedagogical Autonomy 
Principals' metaphors illuminated their need to provide a new meaning to their role as 
school leaders. Twenty-four of the study participants reported that the changes required by the 
national reform led them to formulate new perceptions of their leadership role. Adam, a principal 
with 16 years of experience, chose a new art movement, as his metaphor: 
Art is in my veins. I am a pioneer creating a new style of art. Art, like education 
reforms, is fast-paced and my teachers are encouraged to reflect, discover and invent 
their unique form of expression. This fast-paced exchange of information and 
instruction calls for a new art movement, which focuses on the individual 
perspective. Yet, meeting reform demands in a way that represents one's personality 
and profession is complex. I told my teachers that being the first mover has a great 
advantage. Struggling to understand these external standards, each one of us can use 
his own painting brush. No one will put us in jail because we attempted to develop 
our own implementation style. 
 
Adam views reform demands as creating a style of art, an outlook that emphasizes the appreciation 
of a unique perspective. Adam's metaphor suggests a complex representation of his new role that 
calls for a risky strategic choice. Similarly, Mark, a principal who has three years of experience, sees 
himself as a pioneer, claiming that he has always been one step ahead of the implementation process. 
Having been a commander in the army, he chose “a new military line of action” as his key metaphor: 
I am a commander faced with a difficult mission and a great responsibility. 
Implementing reform demands is like leading my teachers into a “new military 
front”. Two years ago, when I just started here, I constructed the main road I had to 
go by, and suddenly, today, reform guidelines would have me change my route. 
Moving from your comfort zone into the unknown, after having worked out the 
details of your plan, is a challenge. Real-time decision-making is crucial, so I believe 
you should always be one step ahead, both in the military and in the educational 
arena. Though my teachers have second thoughts as to entering the reform, I tell 
them: “it will not be easy but we are on the right path”. 
 
Mark made sense of his leadership role by drawing upon his military experience. He believes that 
implementing external reform demands and making decisions in the military arena represent a new 
step on the right path, thus moving toward incremental change rather than reinforcing pre-existing 
practices. Liam, a school principal with 24 years in office, presented the image of a pioneering solar 
power plant to talk about his new opportunity to innovate:  
Having seen this new technology put into use here in the Negev [a southern desert 
region] a few weeks ago, I would like to use it as my metaphor. This solar power 
plant is simply amazing, as it provides us with energy all day and night, and that is 
how I feel about the reform dictates. Thanks to attendance hours, I have a great 
potential for innovation. Last week, the history teacher and I worked on a new plan 
– new software for students confronted with challenges in the classroom. These 
hours demand more time planning but give me more energy, and I pass this energy 
on to my teachers and my students. My new role has become more difficult, but this 
energy keeps me going. 
 
Other school principals felt that their new role created a new way of seeing. Zoe, a principal with 19 
years of experience, used the microscope as a metaphor by which to express her sharper vision: 
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The Courage to Change requires of me to develop a more detailed view. I am a 
microscope with an advanced zoom lens and a sharper vision. The reform, just like 
the microscope, has enabled me to look at things closely. Now I can see the 
individual student at the school level. Providing my students with individual hours 
has opened up a complex assignment. Using a different zoom to recognize the 
individuality of each child is extremely important. 
 
In a similar fashion, through the metaphor of a Matryoshka doll (a Russian nesting doll), Mila, a 
principal who has been in office for 13 years now, described her new “individual school”: 
The reform has created another school, “an individual school”. I am a Matryoshka 
doll, because I have a new school within an existing school. There is the 
conventional school [frontal teaching hours, teachers’ room, lessons, and breaks] 
carrying another school [individual hours] inside. I am dealing with the complexity 
of an additional school, which requires a different way of seeing, hands-on 
management and a proactive presence with students, teachers, grade-level and 
subject coordinators. 
 
Demonstrating the complexity of her new role through a Russian nesting doll, Mila understood and 
enacted individual hours by relying on her personal background. According to Mila's interpretation, 
managing individual hours requires of her to develop her own skills in order to attain an 
individualistic way of seeing. 
Some school leaders perceived their key role as fitting reform demands to their particular 
school reality. According to their belief, although the reform principles were generally good, 
sometimes one had to make significant deviations from its original format. Thus, principals were 
clearly aware of their wish to maintain pedagogical autonomy and flexibility within their schools. 
Allowing his teachers not to swipe their time cards, in violation of the Ministry's regulations, Joshua, 
a school principal with 15 years of experience, sees himself as a circus acrobat:  
I love going to the circus, and this reform has taken me on a similar journey. I see 
myself as a circus acrobat. This reform is a dream come true! I am going on an 
educational journey so that my students and teachers can reach their maximum 
potential. However, this is also my nightmare – in order to translate my dream into 
school reality I have to be an acrobat. Instead of having them punch the time clock, 
I sign for my teachers manually. If a teacher has to leave school early, will he leave 
his class without asking for my permission? Cutting edges is like performing fire 
devil sticks. Making reform work is either a daring adventure or nothing at all. 
 
“Clearing away” the local district dictate to fully implement the reform, Victoria, a school principal 
for eight years now, described her role as debugging a computer program:  
Three weeks before the beginning of the school year, I got a very nice letter from 
the local authority saying that all high schools in the city would enter a pilot 
program, which meant that they would have to fully implement the reform. I held an 
urgent meeting with the educational staff about this decision. A month after the 
school year started, a huge bug was threatening my school! In the past, teachers 
would volunteer, but today my teachers are settling accounts by specifying the 
number of hours delivered. For example, we are having a PTA meeting in two days, 
so I asked a homeroom teacher whether she had called the parents to make sure 
they were updated. Her answer was “I work until 16:00 PM”. Solving this kind of 
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issues is like fixing computer errors! It took me a whole semester, but I finally got a 
special approval to implement the reform gradually.  
  
While Victoria preferred to maintain her autonomy by debugging her system, thus adjusting the 
reform implementation process to her school reality, Grace, a school principal who has had 12 years 
of experience, imagined an amusement park as a key metaphor by which to express her view of 
catering for her school's actual needs regarding individual hours’ implementation: 
Following up on the individual hours while allowing flexibility is similar to managing 
an amusement park. A school principal is an amusement park – surrounded by a 
fence and packed with dozens of rides and creative attractions. I monitor individual 
hours’ reports but allow for pedagogical flexibility. Being flexible means not using 
individual hours for personal tutoring but rather enriching and empowering students 
through creative arts, athletics, and musical activities. The key to success in 
implementing the reform is being flexible and not sticking to the black and white 
vision of the law. Becoming familiar with my students' interests is more important 
than adhering to reform dictates. 
  
Jacob, a school principal for 23 years now, presented the image of a tailor while explaining his 
decision to allocate individual hours as extra hours of teaching:  
Individual hours are a very special gown I received as a gift. Unfortunately, I do not 
wear impractical clothes. I need to re-tailor this item to match my 'school 
measurements’. We are measured by the number of students entitled to a 
matriculation certificate, so, you understand, I do not intend to shoot myself in the 
leg. I greatly respect reform regulations and demands, yet, focusing on students' 
pedagogical needs is no less important than the reform’s formal definitions. The 
gown will have to be remade to fit my measures and not the other way around. 
 
Due to the shortage of work hours allocated to in her school, Bella, a principal with 11 years of 
experience, described her role as that of an angler at sea with no fishing rod: 
Can you fish without a rod? How do the people of the Ministry expect teachers to 
perform their individual and attendance hours without an appropriate workspace? 
There is an enormous gap between policy makers' expectations and the school's 
current conditions. A flexible solution is a MUST! Allowing my teachers to work 
from home is the best 'realistic' rod I could come up with. 
 
Working from home is against the Ministry’s regulations. However, Bella considered her decision to 
do that realistic in light of existing conditions. Accordingly, national reform demands have elicited 
different responses from school principals. More specifically, while maintaining their autonomy, 
these school principals created new norms that altered original reform mandates. 
Not all school principals actively expressed their wish to maintain their autonomy. Iris, a 
school principal with three years in office, said she 'was thrown into deep waters’: 
No one has answers! Neither the Ministry, nor the local authority, nor the Teachers’ 
Union. I was thrown into deep waters without proper gear. Workspace is the first 
and most basic need to survive in this complex situation. If you cannot provide what 
your clients need, then, at least, you should find the closest alternative; but no one 
provided me with even that!  
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In a similar fashion, Danny, a school principal with nine years of experience, sees himself as 
“chained”: 
Each year, my school is assessed by the number of students entitled to a 
matriculation certificate, but I am doomed to fail now. How can we make English 
marathons preparing for the matriculation exam? Who will pay for that? Courage to 
Change has put me in chains, and my students pay the price!  
 
Similarly, Monica, a school principal with 17 years of experience, described her passive role as that 
of someone “controlled by a puppet master”: 
I am not pulling the strings, I have a puppet master who makes decisions, and I have 
to perform. I had always been able to make my own decisions, and now someone 
else takes control of things that should have been my responsibility. 
 
From a sense-making perspective, principals’ metaphors reflected different leadership role 
perceptions. Some principals perceived themselves as potent pioneers clearing new paths by 
implementing the reform. Some saw themselves as active actors who shape reform demands 
according to their unique school reality, while still others used metaphors of passivity to express the 
lack of decision-making autonomy. In this regard, school principals’ sense-making processes vary 
because they draw on prior knowledge and practices, thus leading to different approaches to their 
leadership role perceptions. 
Reframing the Principal’s Work 
Relating to the carrying out of their new leadership role, school principals used metaphors 
that manifested their need to maneuver between different reform demands. Eighteen of the study 
participants shared this approach. Eric, a school principal with 11 years of experience, described his 
administrative and pedagogical work tasks using the image of a bookkeeper: 
The Courage to Change has made me a bookkeeper. Managing daily an accounting 
work, I calculate how many individual hours each teacher should perform every day. 
My work has become even more complex because I am responsible for the 
pedagogical management of this new resource. Deciding who will deliver the 
individual hours and who will get them has given me a severe headache. 
 
Required to integrate both managerial and instructional tasks, Eric was imposed with various work 
demands. Comparing her work to putting together a jigsaw puzzle, Ella, a school principal with 20 
years of experience, said:  
My multi-tasking work is a jigsaw puzzle of a million pieces comprised of multiple 
areas with similar designs and colors. I cannot maneuver work demands by using the 
picture on the box as a guide, because it does not exist! Approaching this puzzle 
requires sorting out the pieces by color and working on one piece at a time. 
Integrating attendance and individual hours into both teachers’ and students’ busy 
schedules, while matching each teacher-tutor to his new clients is one piece of art. 
Scheduling professional development courses for the educational staff, while making 
sure teachers are punching their time clocks, involves identifying smaller and larger 
cut patterns as well as the exact shapes of pieces required for the implementation of 
this reform. 
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Managing daily mechanisms such as redesigning teachers’ and students’ schedules with attendance 
and individual hours, scheduling professional development courses as well as monitoring time clock 
reports emphasizes Ella's direct responsibility for different issues. Leading a small school, Sophia, a 
school principal with three years of experience, sees herself as a repairperson: 
 In my school there is no pedagogical coordinator, this function does not exist. The 
Ministry decided to pass this role on to the assistant principals, but I am not entitled 
to have an assistant principal at all, so what can a small school do? Coping with both 
interior and exterior demands, I feel like a repairperson who has to fix and solve one 
emergency after the other. 
 
Some school principals related to balancing the demands of multiple stakeholders. Noah, a school 
principal for 11 years, chose the diplomacy of foreign affairs as his background metaphor: 
Along with my traditional role, now I am also responsible for diplomatic duties: I 
have become the most well travelled school member. I am constantly on the go 
between the Ministry, the local municipality, the educational network, and the 
teachers’ union….It’s CRAZY! Coordinating between various factors with 
contradicting demands, while balancing the heavy pressures to reconcile each side's 
interests, is more work than I can handle. The Ministry requires of me to meet the 
reform demands, the local municipality insists upon the teachers’ swiping their time 
cards, the educational network pulls in its direction, and the teachers’ union 
pressures me to make it easier for teachers by not submitting the time clock reports. 
Can you work like that? 
 
Managing competing demands that require more immediate attention, Noah’s current work 
environment is both challenging and complex. Emma, a school principal with 28 years of 
experience, presented the image of a juggler:  
Navigating between multiple stakeholders, I am a circus acrobat doing juggling with 
fireballs. My work is dynamic, every day my fireballs are changing – parents, teachers 
and students have different interests, which I need to maneuver to please them all. 
The Ministry has not provided me with clear guidelines so my work is in a 
continuous process of struggling to find my balance. Preventing the fireballs from 
falling, it is a 24/7 acrobatic exercise! 
 
Similarly, Jonathan, who has been serving as a school principal for 11 years, compared his work to 
the hardship of sailing through stormy waters:  
Since entering the Courage to Change, I have been sailing through stormy waters. 
My work has become unbalanced and overwhelming. I have three bosses: the 
educational network requires that I attend to different empowerment programs, the 
local authority wants me to participate in a weekly municipal forum, and due to 
reform's resources [individual hours] parents expect me to be at their disposal. This 
stormy work pattern continues and it keeps me away from the harbor. 
 
Catering to different interests of external stakeholders (e.g., educational network, local authority and 
parents) was considered as a key challenge for Jonathan. 
Implementing multiple work demands, school principals complained of overburdening 
administrative workload. Charlotte, a school principal with 25 years of experience, presented the 
image of an overworked Human Resources department: “So many digests, a million little exhausting 
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details, spending more than twice as much time on paperwork makes me feel like I am an 
overworked Human Resources department”. Having an around the clock work schedule, Alicia, a 
school principal with four years of experience, compared her work overload to a manufacturing 
production factory manager who operates around the clock:  
Having multiple shifts to cover, I am a factory manager with various product orders 
to produce and deliver here and NOW! The reform added many work hours, 
management hours, more school hours, different types of hours [e.g., individual and 
attendance hours], and each hour type demands my full attention. I can NEVER be 
off work. My work schedule is 24/7, as I am responsible for my teachers' 
complicated work schedule. The people of the Ministry probably thought that 
school principals work for many hours in any case, so they will never punch their 
time card. By the way, they can check mine, there are enough work hours there for 
three full time teachers.  
 
Similarly, Lewis, a school principal with 10 years in office, added that work for him was like carrying 
a heavy burden: “I was assigned with a huge load in terms of work hours, investing so much time in 
reform's implementation process, forums and reunions I have to attend. I am a porter carrying a 
huge burden on my shoulders”. Both Alicia and Lewis repeated the word “hours” to express their 
work burden. They have experienced their overtime, around the clock workload as a physical 
burden. These principals; metaphors have been impacted by the high-stakes accountability context. 
Approaching their work in a more managerial way in light of the national reform, has resulted in a 
more top-down, bureaucratic perception of their new leadership role. 
Integrating different types of teachers under one roof, an additional work responsibility, 
school principals found themselves under an emotional overload. Ariel, a principal of 26 years in 
office, talked about an overloaded social network server: 
I feel like a social network with millions of users, which has gone out of order after 
having been overloaded with New Year greetings and posts. I am over and beyond 
my capacity and unable to function under this enormous emotional stress. 
 
Other principals felt overloaded by the responsibility to develop new pedagogical practices. Thomas, 
a school principal with 12 years of experience, compared his work to that of both an x-ray 
technician and a radiologist:  
My work has become twice as hard, as I am both an x-ray technician and a 
radiologist. Visualizing as well as diagnosing my school “inside needs” requires a 
whole new pedagogical array: arranging appropriate individual work space, 
integrating individual hours into teachers’ schedules, identifying relevant students, 
following up the individual hours, deciding on the pedagogical content and teachers’ 
professional development, and instructing teachers how to work during individual 
hours. It is a constant, never ending work in progress! 
 
Meeting multiple reform demands, principals described their complex role in maintaining harmony 
within their schools. Stella, a school principal with seven years of experience, said that her work was 
like the work of an artisan producing rocking chairs: 
Creating harmony between reform demands and my teachers’ abilities resembles 
building a rocking chair. I am a good artisan who is very sensitive to the overall 
balance of the chair, of individual hours and teachers’ needs. If the chair’s weight is 
too far forward on the runners, it can easily toss you out of the seat when rocked. If 
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the weight balance shifts too far back on the runners, the rocking motion will stop. 
Neither one of these situations is acceptable. There is a lot of thought that goes into 
building and designing the best rocking chair, which balances the needs of teachers 
and students. 
 
Lucy, a principal with 29 years of experience, offered the orchestra and conductor metaphor: 
If the conductor is the one who directs the orchestra performers from above, than I 
am his counterpart from below– the orchestra manager. Courage to Change is our 
musical performance but no one gave us the rhythm or the hues of the notes. 
Reform given guidelines remain unclear. Balancing between the educational and the 
pedagogical, connecting between the individual and the collective is often very hard 
to achieve.  
 
To summarize, principals’ metaphors revealed that during the reform’s implementation, they gained 
new perspectives on their work. They perceived their complex leadership role as more 
multidimensional, centralized, and highly stressful. In addition, they believed that their main work 
was to regulate the growing pressure that their faculty members encountered. 
Reframing the School Culture 
Principals’ metaphors illuminated their need to redesign a collaborative school culture while 
identifying opportunities for collective growth. They used new reform demands as tools for school 
improvement and for reinforcing a shared working culture. We traced this approach in the reports 
of eleven study participants. Paul, for example, who has had 30 years of experience as a school 
principal, described a collaboration mechanism regarding individual hours through the metaphor of 
a ship: 
From the first day it was a collaborative process of making decisions. Since Courage 
to Change, collaboration has become our constant effort. We are a ship. The 
teachers and I row together in the same direction; school improvement is our shared 
goal. The Ministry supplied formal instructions regarding the framework of 
individual hours, but aside from that, I had no idea how to deal with the emotional 
aspect. When a teacher talks with his student during individual hours, to what extent 
can he invade the student's emotional space? This is a high wave, which I have to 
override through close teamwork with my staff.  
 
Paul's metaphor suggests interpreting the requirements imposed by the reform as a set of useful 
tools for building strong relationships. Louis, a school principal with 11 years of experience, 
presented the image of a wind turbine, while turning reform objectives into an opportunity to 
leverage his school culture:  
Although these winds of change were forced on us top-down, we chose to take the 
resistance to the reform to places such as “O.K., so what can we gain?” Other 
schools decided to build walls all around, but my teachers and I are building a wind 
turbine instead. We are generating large amounts of power. Implementing individual 
hours promotes our students’ achievements while actively engaging both teachers 
and students. This is a significant means of generating power that we could not say 
no to.   
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Similarly, Frank, a principal with 23 years of experience, explained a shared pedagogical 
responsibility model through the pyramid metaphor:  
Due to attendance hours, we discuss shared pedagogical responsibility and ways of 
improving all students’ learning. We are building the pyramids of success by means 
of the school pedagogical projects. Each teacher takes on an additional responsibility 
and shares her unique insights in our monthly gathering.  
 
According to Frank's building blocks image of the pyramid of success, one can see attendance hours 
as a positive aspect of reform demands that serves as a tool for shaping a school culture in which 
everybody shares pedagogical responsibility. 
Due to a lack of professional tools and information, many school principals assigned 
different teams in order to reduce their uncertainty. Fostering a bottom-up model for collaborative 
teamwork, principals’ and teachers’ prior experiences shaped the meaning of reform demands for 
each other. Erica, a school principal with 17 years of experience, used a metaphor of a synchronized 
swimming team to express a coordinated school culture: 
No one has provided us with clear answers. Even the Ministry of Education does 
not have all the answers. Reform requirements left many loose ends, and we all have 
to swim in the same direction to adjust the reform to our local context effectively. 
We are a group of qualified swimmers that is responsible for reform 
implementation. Despite the vagueness that we sense going down from the top, 
solving problems collaboratively and setting clear goals helps us in this social 
struggle. 
 
Erica and her teachers shaped each other's meaning making while integrating reform demands with 
local goals. Like Erica, Marie, a principal of 20 years in office, talked about shared goals regarding 
individual hour work plan through the metaphor of ant teamwork:  
We are like ants, walking in line and carrying this heavy load of the reform 
uncertainties. We are united by our common purpose–leaving nothing vague. This is 
why I say that we must set shared goals. Scheduling an individual hour work plan 
demands collaboration, deciding who will attend the session and with whom, what 
the content material would be, as well as whether the student participating has 
learning gaps. It is a lot of information gathering and we have to work it out 
together. 
 
Allan, a school principal with 15 years of experience, presented the image of a successful booth at 
the fair to describe a new form of teachers-students interaction:   
Courage to Change has created a new routine to deal with. Yet, staying at school for 
many hours has its advantages. My teachers and I had a great opportunity to 
strengthen interpersonal relationships and improve our communication with the 
students. We established a center for emotional and pedagogical support that 
operates throughout the week. This cutting-edge center is like a successful booth at a 
fair. Knowing how to cater to our clients’ needs creates a positive school climate.   
 
School principals' metaphors revealed how reform threats could be leveraged into school gains. 
More specifically, principals constructed different meanings of similar problems based on their 
beliefs and values in a specific professional culture. Utilizing individual and attendance hours, both 
principals and teachers worked together towards the common goal of better education for all. By 
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working collaboratively with the educational staff to determine shared goals, school principals 
modeled their perception of collective sense-making as well as empowered their teachers to share in 
the decision making process. 
Reframing Relationships with Teachers 
While leading the teachers toward new work expectations, principals used metaphors to 
make sense of their relationship with the teaching staff. The reform involved changing teachers’ 
work habits and burdening them with a heavier workload. Eight of the study participants reported 
that they attached great importance to retaining a positive atmosphere in their schools. Therefore, 
they found it necessary to set a clear direction for the school in order to meet new reform demands, 
as well as balance their teachers’ needs against the reform guidelines. The image of a shepherd, for 
example, appeared in the statement made by Ethan who has been a school principal for 18 years 
now: 
I feel like a shepherd– trying to get my flock to go where they have never been 
before and do what they have never done before. If I just take the lead and show 
others the way, my educational staff will eagerly follow. I am a good shepherd who 
is leading the school toward meeting reform’s demands, while providing them with 
appropriate individual workspace. Leading my flock from the front means listening 
to, caring for, and supporting my teachers. I need to protect my flock from 
contradicting demands 24 hours a day. 
 
Still in the field of guiding, Martin, a principal with three years of experience, sees himself as a 
flashlight enlightening the way for his staff: 
My educational staff is in the dark, so I give them enough light to walk safely and 
help them see where we are going. Focusing on implementing reform demands in 
accordance with school goals, I am a flashlight that leads and eases the teachers’ 
mind in this uncertain situation. 
 
This principal mentioned both guiding his staff toward a shared direction and at the same time 
reassuring and supporting them at moments of uncertainty. Paola, a school principal with five years 
of experience, used the human heart as a metaphor for setting direction, that is, for turning reform 
demands into school reality, while providing her teachers with energy and vitality: 
As far as I see it, reconciling the Courage to Change demands with our school reality 
means keeping energy and vitality flowing smoothly. I am a human heart that pumps 
blood and delivers oxygen, depending on my teachers’ needs. When my body of 
teachers is under stress and exhausted, I pump faster to increase the delivery of 
oxygen.  
 
Operating as a human heart, Paula integrated teachers’ needs with reform demands, providing them 
with the needed energy.  
Some principals paid personal attention and were flexible with their educational staff in an 
effort to prevent unnecessary resistance. For example, Ryan, a school principal with 26 years in 
office, mentioned an octopus in connection to preventing teachers from resorting to resistance:  
Supporting teachers at different angles, I am an octopus that neutralizes resistance to 
reform regulations, paying attention to veteran teachers' emotions while allowing 
new teachers more freedom to act. Reaching to each teacher requires a different 
approach. My arms can cater to various teachers’ needs simultaneously. 
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Luke, a school principal with 18 years of experience, described embracing his teachers in a different 
way while meeting Courage to Change demands. He presented as a metaphor an automatic car with 
an additional optional manual gear: 
I have often been asked how I manage to lead the school and staff toward meeting 
reform’s demands, while other principals are still struggling to do so. Using my gears 
efficiently can make all the difference. Veteran teachers are satisfied because they are 
paid for prayer time and PTA activities, while new teachers are relaxed because they 
can concentrate their energies on one place instead of working in multiple schools. I 
switch gears according to need. 
 
Providing each of her teachers with individual attention, Sara, a principal with 15 years of 
experience, sees herself as a hospital manager: 
Like a hospital manager, if my patients are upset or bothered, I listen attentively and 
resolve problems in a caring manner.  I always say that for each teacher we have a 
rule and for each rule I have an exception. Helping teachers in ways that are not 
always in line with the reform's dictates, helps you maintain your humanity. For 
example, last week the English coordinator asked for my permission to leave early, 
because her sister had a baby shower for her newborn baby at one o'clock. The week 
before, she came on her day off to have a teaching marathon for the whole class. I 
believe in supporting my teachers, even if it means bending the rules a bit. 
 
Bruno, a school principal who has 11 years of experience, preferred to present himself as a gardener. 
He supported his teachers and nurtured growth processes through suitable professional 
development courses: 
I love my plants! Trying as hard as possible to be a successful gardener, inspiring my 
teachers to grow – professionally – is part of my role. Last year, my teachers and I 
were practically forced to take a professional development course about individual 
hours. However, this year, I stand on my guard! There is a course called How to 
make the most of your attendance hours. I talked to the instructor and made sure 
that the syllabus was well enough integrated, so that it left room for the topic of how 
to manage and adapt to change, as well as for suggested ways to control anger. It’s 
easy to “over fertilize” the garden plants – your educational staff, so I found ways 
for making our reform reality easier.  
  
Protecting his staff from external pressures, Bruno was flexible in adapting Courage to Change to 
teachers’ needs. Nurturing her teachers while taking care of both their physical and emotional well-
being, Estella, a school principal with nine years of experience, presented the image of a supportive 
parent as her guiding metaphor:  
I have a dual role–both a nurturing and a supportive parent for my teachers. I stay 
nearby to reassure teachers and explain each reform demand to them (e.g., individual 
hours, attendance hours, time clock etc.) in order to help them adapt to this new 
work environment. Having fun with my staff in creative and enjoyable activities 
relieves the stress in the teachers’ room. Last week, we watched a movie and ate 
popcorn together. The other part of my job is giving directions and setting 
limitations. If a teacher leaves early, he should perform individual hours during the 
following week. Providing structure is no less important than emotional support. 
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Meeting reform regulations while constantly striving to balance between external demands and local 
conditions, produced metaphors deriving from the worlds of health care, nature, and family life, 
which referred to leading in a shared direction as well as caring for the educational staff. Framing 
policy demands in ways that would suit teachers’ needs emphasized the complex and demanding task of 
school principals to balance between new expectations and teachers' needs and capacities.  
Discussion 
Our qualitative analysis of school principals' metaphors indicated that principals’ 
understanding of their leadership role related to the need to reframe four major internal and external 
aspects: (1) reframing the principal’s role and pedagogical autonomy; (2) reframing the principal's 
work; (3) reframing the school culture; and (4) reframing relationships with teachers. The 
explanations accompanying the metaphors explicitly delineated what they perceived as required from 
each principal in the context of a national reform. Metaphors can make complicated issues 
understandable (Larson, Hostiuck, & Johnson, 2011), and thereby “capture subtle themes normal 
language can obscure” (Bolman & Deal, 2008, p. 268). Thus, metaphors can shed light on 
administrators’ representation and reflection of their sense-making during a national reform.  
Using metaphors to accommodate their understanding of their new role, principals enacted 
reform demands following their pedagogical vision. Providing a new meaning to their role, 
principals emphasized their wish to maintain independence within their schools. Principals 
expressed the opinion that they should not only comply with policy instructions, but also use their 
vision as leaders of unique educational settings. In this context, the metaphors school principals 
used while struggling to facilitate an accord with local conditions revealed their need to serve as 
performing actors, when implementing reform demands (Rigby, 2015; Werts & Brewer, 2015). 
Finding a way through the stormy sea of conflicting demands of reform implementation, school 
principals played active roles in negotiating between government regulations and local capacities. 
Perceiving their role as “organizational policy makers”, principals experienced quite 
differently the requirement of the national reform for transparency through applying mapping 
reports, individual hour reports, time clock, etc. Integrating external demands with school specific 
circumstances, some principals represented a bottom-up response through the use of metaphors 
such as a circus acrobat or a tailor, while other principals represented a top-down approach by 
describing their role as “chained” and “controlled by a puppet master”. This is in line with studies 
that have demonstrated how principals constructed different meanings out of similar problems, 
based on their beliefs and values in a specific professional culture as well as on their different social 
contexts (Coburn, 2016; Koyama, 2014; Patashnik & Zelizer, 2013).  
Maneuvering between different reform tasks while balancing the demands of multiple 
stakeholders, school principals’ metaphors represented their work as “brokers of contradictory 
interests” (Spillane & Anderson, 2014). Integrating both traditional school leadership duties with 
teaching and learning requirements, school principals faced unbridgeable dissonance while 
implementing national reform demands. They felt bombarded with demands while confronting a 
variety of influences imposed upon the school from outside sources. Understandably, principals 
used metaphors that described a stressful environment. Principals were overburdened by the 
reform's administrative workload (e.g., integrating individual and attendance hours into teachers' and 
students' schedules as well as time clock reports) and with the responsibility to develop new 
pedagogical practices (e.g., deciding on the pedagogical content, teachers’ professional development, 
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and instructing teachers how to work during individual hours). The metaphors they used clearly 
expressed their hardships. 
School principals expressed their conviction that the course state policy makers have taken 
was an opportunity for a thorough educational improvement. Focusing their metaphors on a shared 
working culture for the school improvement, principals used reform demands as opportunities for 
collective growth. Our findings show that school principals’ sense-making of their role highlights a 
collaborative perception of leadership rather than a mere focus on the notion of the leader as a hero. 
Their use of metaphors such as a wind turbine, a pyramid, and ant teamwork expresses this 
perception. Working collaboratively toward a shared pedagogical responsibility, these principals 
deemphasized the notion of the leader as a heroic individual and replaced it with the perception of 
the school leader as a weaver of multiple people into the colorful cloth of the ongoing process of 
reform implementation (Hargreaves & Harris, 2011). 
Examining school principals’ metaphors of their leadership role during policy 
implementation is not to be regarded as a one-size-fits-all approach. Some principals’ metaphors 
revealed their focus on managerial tasks (e.g., re-organizing teachers’ work while integrating 
individual and attendance hours as well as monitoring time clock reports). This is in line with 
Reitzug et al. (2008), who described how school principals’ metaphors have changed over time 
following a more management approach in response to higher levels of accountability. However, 
other principals’ images focused on their need to develop a collaborative school culture (e.g., 
utilizing individual and attendance hours for a collaborative decision making process, building strong 
relationships, developing a shared pedagogical responsibility model, and improving teachers-students 
interaction). Constructing collective data for the purpose of improving education for all, this finding 
contradicts existing literature while indicating that a collaborative school approach assists principals 
to implement high-stakes accountability policies (Fullan, 2016). Functioning as facilitators of 
collective growth, these principals established a necessary bridge between higher levels of 
accountability and a successful implementation of this policy (Dolph, 2017). 
Shifting their focus toward the interpersonal, principals' metaphors expressed their wish to 
meet reform demands while giving personal attention to each individual in their educational staff. 
Using metaphors such as that of a shepherd, a hospital manager, a gardener, and a supportive 
parent, school principals described how they protect their teachers from threatening conditions and 
provide them with essential support. Taking care of the teachers’ emotional and physical well-being, 
equips them to deal better with anxieties and uncertainties during reform implementation (Alvesson 
& Spicer, 2011). Consequently, principals described their role as leading the staff towards meeting 
external-national demands while simultaneously caring for the staff and creating a positive 
motivational dynamic. Maitlis and Christianson (2014) have shown that positive motivational 
dynamics enable discussions which engage members in deeper sense-making and fuller agreement 
about an appropriate course of action, whereas motivational dynamics that are mixed or negative are 
associated with more superficial sense-making of policy demands and a failure to act collectively.  
Implications, Limitations and Further Research 
In the current study, we used metaphors to explore school principals’ sense-making of their 
leadership within a national reform through their use of metaphoric language, highlighting 
principals’ use of language to define what the leadership role is and how its practices unfold within 
reform contexts. Beyond representation, metaphors can serve as a persuasive mechanism for 
policymakers and make an effective tool for framing and understanding policy (McCandless, 2012). 
Metaphors provide ways of “seeing” and “understanding,” which influence and suggest how sense is 
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made (Patriotta & Brown, 2011). More than rhetorical tropes, metaphors are mental linguistic 
structures that can assist policymakers in understanding educational phenomena. They provide 
insights into the thought processes of principals about change as well as their reflections on practice 
and school reforms (Derrington, 2013). Hence, metaphors can assist in understanding the current 
state of a national reform, thus alert state stakeholders (e.g., superintendents) to local stakeholders’ 
perceptions regarding their experience with the reform.  
National reform demands 'make-sense' within broader symbolic systems through which 
everyday school reality is constructed, interpreted, and maintained. Therefore, metaphors support 
sense-making by both helping to constitute new school realities and prescribing how such realities 
ought to be implemented (Patriotta & Brown, 2011). In this regard, to make sense of confusing and 
conflicting reform demands, principals can turn to symbolic processes, which allow them to 
reestablish their understanding, move away from the confusion engendered by the events, and 
ultimately maintain stability (Cornelissen, 2012). Thus, metaphors have a generative quality in 
facilitating the process of sense-making (Witherspoon & Crawford, 2014). Metaphorical analysis in 
times of reform implementation, then, may better facilitate principals’ understanding of their role 
and of their ability to respond and function effectively within a specific educational culture (Glazer 
& Peurach, 2013). 
Moreover, the results yielded from the analysis of metaphors illustrate the necessity of 
allowing school leaders more leeway to maneuver their sense-making processes. Leaving room for 
interpretation of policy intent, as well as sensing educators’ perceptions regarding reform 
regulations, is crucial. This process should not just leave space for sense-making, but should also 
urge all stakeholders involved in the reform to work collaboratively while experimenting on how this 
is going to affect their school reality (Pietarinen, Pyhältö, & Soini, 2017; Priestley, Edwards, 
Priestley, & Miller, 2012). In this sense, principals need to weave the social sense-making network 
for discussions about what educational reform actually means as well as how it will influence the 
everyday life of teachers and students. In doing so, sense-making should become a more reciprocal, 
co-developmental process among policymakers, principals, and teachers. Thus, co-metaphorical 
construction, explanation, and evaluation may provide the learning framework necessary for 
communal negotiation of meanings at times of reform. 
This study provides new data on the metaphors principals create while implementing a 
national reform in their particular school context. Yet, it is subject to several limitations. First, these 
metaphors were collected in a specific educational context. Inasmuch as metaphors may be culture-
dependent, further research of principals’ metaphors should be replicated elsewhere in various 
socio-cultural contexts. Second, the sense-making process in this study was limited to school 
principals’ perceptions only. This structure does not explain the more expansive usage of sense-
making as a network-focused framework (e.g., Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007). Thus, co-developmental 
metaphoric processes require exploring also metaphors used by superintendents, policymakers, and 
school middle-leaders. Third, the interviews with the principals were held at the second academic 
semester of the 2012–2013 school year. Longitudinal research is needed to examine whether and 
how principals’ metaphors of their leadership role undergo changes from the point of entering the 
reform throughout the implementation stage. Fourth, this research focused on principals’ verbal 
interpretations of their leadership role within a national reform. Further research should 
complement principals’ verbally expressed perceptions with more objective measures such as direct 
observations to evaluate actual implementation of metaphors in diverse school settings. Thus, 
further study should be conducted to explore what principals say, and how “successful” or 
“effective” they are, exploring how they actually reconstruct their practice based on their sense-
making of the situations they are faced with. Moreover, we could not explore to what extent 
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principals who share particular characteristics (e.g., gender, age, terms' of experience) employ similar 
metaphors and, in turn, similar sense-making processes. Finally, we used maximal differentiation 
sampling (Creswell, 2014) to capture a wide range of perspectives and gain greater insight into 
principals’ sense-making. However, in this study we could not differentiate between each principal’s 
metaphor and the school context from which it emanated. Therefore, it would be advisable to 
explore the interconnections between principals’ metaphors in times of reform implementation and 
factors such as seniority, school size, and districts. 
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